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Planet is an upholstered chair inspired by 
the distinctive silhouette of planet Saturn.
The rings of the 6th planet from the solar 
system are mostly composed of ice particles 
and form a smooth ellipsis that inspired the 
shape of the wooden back supporting the 
round cushion of Planet.

The subtle texture of solid wood paired with 
the delicate touch of a wool broadcloth by 
Maison Pierre Frey give the Planet a soft and 
luxurious feel. The Planet chair combines 
the poetry of celestial bodies with the cold 
technicity of space modules as the mat 

black metal structure brings a contrasting 
technical feel.

The sturdy metal tubes are wielded and 
assembled by hand by the best Italian 
artisans. The wooden back is sculpted and 
bent before it is sanded to emphasize the 
natural grain of black stained solid ash.
The upholstered seat and back ensures high 
level of comfort, but Planet chair remains a 
featherweight at only 6kilos for a practical 
use every day.
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Chair 2019

FINISHES

“Charbon” velvet fabric
Black stained solid ash
Mat lacquered black structure

“Pin” velvet fabric
Black stained solid ash
Mat lacquered black structure

Faux leather
Black stained solid ash
Mat lacquered black structure

Custom upholstery on demand

MATERIALS
& FINISHES

DIMENSIONS
& WEIGHT

HEIGHT
WIDTH
DEPTH

WEIGHT 

PLANET

80,7cm / 31,8in.
46,7cm / 18,3in.
46cm / 18,1in.

6kg/ 13lbs.

WITH PACKAGING
(2 pieces)

80cm / 31,5in.
50cm / 19,7in.
50cm / 19,7in.

14kg / 31lbs.

OTHER DETAILS Delivery: 8 weeks
Set of 2 chairs
Upholstery: selection of fabrics from 
Kvadrat, Gabriel and Pierre Frey.
Client’s fabric : 1m based on 1,40m roll, 
must be approved.

1 thick cardboard box

Always use a microfiber cloth 
and rub lightly. Never apply any solvents.

TECHNICAL 
INFORMATION

PACKAGING

MAINTENANCE

MATERIALS

- Solid wood (ash)
- Steel
- Fabric

B



Pin, collection Smart, Lelièvre Charbon, collection Smart, Lelièvre Black faux leather

Gingembre, Daim, Lelièvre
Cat. 2

Atom, Raf Simons, Pierre Frey
Cat. 5

Shades of red, Tipi, Pierre Frey
Cat. 2

OUR  CLASSICS

OTHER SUGGESTIONS OF FABRICS

CHOOSE YOURS

Each La Chance upholstered item is made to order by the best Italian artisans. 
You can choose between a selection of different fabrics to create a unique piece. 

BRAND COLLECTION CATEGORY

GABRIEL Tempt 1

Gaja 2

LELIEVRE Smart 1

Daim 2

Mix 2

Lama 4

PIERRE FREY Tipi 2

Fox, Malou 3

Bridget, Yéti 4

KVADRAT Forest Nap, Mélange Nap 1

Steel Cut, Steel Cut Trio, Umami 2

Hallingdal 65, Skye, Tonus 4 3

Noise 4

Atom 5

Argo 2 6



 La Chance
4, rue de la Pierre Levée 75011 Paris FRANCE
+33 (0) 9 72 31 12 77  info@lachance.paris
www.lachance.paris

 The designer
Jean-Baptiste is the cofounder and art director of 
La Chance brand since 2012.

He also signed the Cymbal and the Fax pendant 
lamps and the Sunday collection. 

 La Chance
La Chance is a Paris based design company 
producing furniture, lighting, accessories, rugs and 
wallpaper with a strong and distinctive style.
La Chance gives a contemporary interpretation of 
the ornamental and decorative French furniture 
tradition rooted in the Art Deco period. The creations 
of La Chance share a sophisticated, rich and singular 
design based on noble materials. It is a come back to 
a warm and uninhibited luxury, breaking away from 
cold and conceptual design.  La Chance produces 
investment pieces that will get a patina for the future 
generations to keep enjoying this contemporary 
family furniture.


